A DSA system with hybrid subtraction capability, using a digital disk and dedicated console, was installed at the Medical College of Wisconsin in September
1984.
After 9 months' operation we clinically evaluated the device for IV and intraarterial angiography of the neck, thoracic aorta, and abdomen.
Materials and Methods
IV and intraarterial DSA studies were obtained for the extracranial carotid, the aortic arch, and the aortorenal and aortoiliac circulations. Table 1 ). For each imaging sequence, a 30-mI bolus of diatrizoate 76% was injected into the vena cava at 25 mI/sec through a 5-French catheter.
Images were recorded at a frame rate of two/sec using a phototimed :.' 1 either to diagnose or exclude a hemodynamically significant stenosis of the proximal brachiocephalic arteries). Both images of the abdominal and pelvic angiograms were analyzed to determine the presence or absence of artifact overlaying the targeted vessels of interest, the main renal arteries, the infrarenal aorta, and the iliac vessels. In these patients, artifact was due exclusively to bowel gas misregistration. Both the temporal and hybrid images were then evaluated separately as diagnostically adequate studies (i.e. , sufficient to diagnose or exclude a hemodynamically significant stenosis or aneurysm involving one of the targeted yessels).
The differences between temporal and hybrid DSA in (1) displaying a single-or double-profile projection of the carotid bifurcation and (2) providing diagnostically adequate IV and intraarterial examinations, were tested for significance by chi square incorporating the Yates correction for continuity.
Iv Carotid Arteriography
In (Fig. 2) . In one other patient, the left carotid bifurcation could not be profiled in either oblique projection with temporal-subtraction images.
Hybrid reprocessing resulted in a satisfactory profile view of the left carotid bifurcation in the right anterior oblique projection. In this projection, the bifurcation overlay the larynx (Fig.  3) . Thus, the use of hybrid subtraction resulted in a diagnostic ,.
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IV AND INTRAARTERIAL HYBRID DSA study in two instances in which a bifurcation projected over the larynx was obscured or distorted by soft-tissue motion artifact on temporal-subtraction images. Note.-DSA = digital subtracbon ang ography; AOl = region of terest. nondiagnostic in three instances in which hybrid images were diagnostic (Fig. 4) . This difference was not statistically significant. Both temporal and hybrid images were considered nondiagnostic in an additional three studies. In 98 intraarterial abdominal studies, bowel gas artifact overlay the main renal arteries or infrarenal aorta in 53; in four studies, temporal images were nondiagnostic, but hybrid images were diagnostic (Fig. 5) . This difference was not statistically significant. Both temporal and hybrid images were nondiagnostic in an additional four studies. Aortoiliac arteriography.-In 60 intraarterial pelvic examinations, bowel gas artifact overlay the iliac vessels in 36 studies. In two studies, temporal images were nondiagnostic, but hybrid images were diagnostic (Fig. 6) , a difference that was not statistically significant. In two additional cases, both temporal and hybrid images were nondiagnostic.
Thoracic, Abdominal, and Pelvic Arteriography

Discussion
Hybrid subtraction is a relatively complex technique that evolved from research into energy subtraction methods. When hybrid subtraction capability is added to a DSA system, all the capabilities of conventional temporal subtraction are maintained.
In particular, conventional single-energy temporal-subtraction images are displayed on-line during acquisition. Remasking (selection of an alternate mask to improve registration), integrated remasking (integration of precontrast and postcontrast images to improve signal-to-noise ratio), and pixel shift are available as postprocessing routines. Hybrid subtraction using both high and low kilovoltage images may be easily implemented as a reprocessing option in addition to those already mentioned.
Hybrid subtraction reduces or eliminates soft-tissue motion artifact and is used to reduce or remove artifact that results from swallowing and peristaltic Our study found the incremental gain of a doubleprofile view in IV carotid arteriography to be minor. In 5% of patients, a profile view of the ipsilateral bifurcation is prevented by superimposition of the internal and external carotid arteries [7] , and the bifurcation must be profiled either through the larynx in an opposite oblique projection or in an anteroposterior projection. Hybrid subtraction is a potentially valuable technique in profiling the carotid bifurcation overlaying the larynx if the vessel outlines are obscured by swallow artifact on conventional temporal images (Fig. 3) . In those patients, hybrid subtraction may provide the only profile of the carotid bifurcation in an IV examination. In abdominal arteriography, bowel gas artifact obscured the vessels of interest in approximately 50% of patients, whether the examinations were IV or intraarterial. However, reduction or elimination of bowel gas artifact is more critical for IV examinations because the "DSA signal" reflecting intraarterial iodine concentration is significantly less with IV than with intraarterial techniques (Fig. 7) . With a lesser DSA signal, vessel margins are more difficult to discern when overlain by peristaltic artifact (Fig. 4) 
